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Introduction 

As the Australian Government’s arts investment, development and advisory body, the Australia Council 

for the Arts welcomes the Attorney-General’s Department’s review into copyright enforcement in Australia.  

Australia’s cultural and creative industries are substantial in size with cultural and creative activity in 

Australia contributing $122.3 billion, or 6.2%, to our GDP.1 In 2021, the creative economy provided 

employment to 714,632 people, or 5.9 per cent of Australia’s workforce.2 

Australia’s creatives – authors, musicians, artists, performers and more – are extraordinarily diverse, 

skilled and talented. Producing great art, transformative culture and many forms of participation, our 
creatives are key to driving wellbeing, innovation and prosperity for our communities.  

However, unlawful use of creative work means that significant potential profits are lost, and copyright 

holders don’t always see equitable returns for their contribution. It is vital to ensure that creators are 
appropriately compensated and credited, and that there are accessible avenues to seek compensation for 

infringed copyright. 

The Australia Council endorses the Australian Government’s national cultural policy, Revive, which directs 

the development of Indigenous Cultural and Intellectual Property (ICIP) laws in Australia; addresses 

digital lending rights for educational and public institutions; commits to reviewing the Indigenous Art Code 
and to improving the effectiveness of Australia’s copyright and copyright enforcement regime.  

Within this submission, the Australia Council provides additional recommendations that, if adopted, would 
support an effective copyright enforcement system: 

1. Investigate ways to centralise data tracking of infringed copyright in Australia, capturing 

the scale and value of lost income.  

2. Remove barriers for creatives to make copyright infringement claims, for example through 

the implementation of a small claims tribunal. 

Beyond this review, there is a need to consider the implications of artificial intelligence on copyright, 

including the ways in which machine learning relies on intellectual property to generate new creative work, 

and the implications of only human-authored works being protected under the Copyright Act 1968. There 
is also a need to ensure licences keep pace with uses of copyright material to facilitate payment to 

creators.    

 
 

1 Bureau of Communications, Arts and Regional Research (BCARR) 2022, Cultural and creative activity in Australia: 2010–11 to 2019–20. 
2 University of Canberra 2022, The Creative Economy in Australia: What Census 2021 Tells Us, Briefing Paper 1. 

https://www.infrastructure.gov.au/department/media/publications/bcarr-visual-summary-cultural-and-creative-activity-australia-2010-11-2019-2020
https://www.canberra.edu.au/research/faculty-research-centres/nmrc/major-projects
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Recommendations 

1. Investigate ways to centralise data tracking of infringed copyright in Australia, capturing 

the scale and value of lost income.  

o The scale and value of unlawful use of copyrighted material is hard to measure as piracy 
can occur in many digital forms requiring unique methods to detect and analyse. 

▪ The Australian Government’s annual survey on copyright infringement in 2022 
found 39% of Australians who consumed content online had done so in at least one 

way likely to be unlawful.3 

▪ IP Australia reported that Australian traffic on piracy sites for film, TV and music has 
been trending downwards since at least 2017. However, traffic to piracy sites 

reached its lowest level in 2020 and moderately increased in 2021.4 

o A significant proportion of creatives have reported copyright infringement.5 

▪ Around a quarter of artists report their copyright has been infringed in some way 

(26%), and one fifth their moral rights (21%).6   

▪ In 2022, more than a quarter of authors had experienced infringement of their 

copyright in Australia or overseas, and a further 25% were unsure if this had 
occurred.7  

o The scale and value of copyright infringement has not been captured or understood in a 

systematic way. There is a need to investigate methods to better centralise data tracking of 
copyright infringement in Australia.  

 

2. Remove barriers for creatives to make copyright infringement claims, for example through 

the implementation of a small claims tribunal. 

o The onus of copyright enforcement tends to fall mostly on intellectual property rights 
holders. However, creatives are not always resourced to follow up in this way. Of the 26% 

of artists who report their copyright has been infringed in some way, only 37% have taken 
action.8  

o The options for copyright holders to seek damages for the use of pirated material are 

primarily geared towards larger institutional claims and enforcement processes are costly 
and time consuming. For example, under the Website Blocking Scheme, the process to 

seek website blocking injunctions can be costly, timely and require specific legal expertise 
for copyright holders.  

o The implementation of a small claims tribunal would allow alternative options for copyright 

holders to seek damages for pirated content.  

 
 

3 Australian Government 2023, Consumer Survey on Online Copyright Infringement 2022.  
4 According to industry data. 2017 is the earliest year this data has been available. IP Australia 2022, Australian IP Report 2022.  
5 Throsby D and Petetskaya K 2017, Making Art Work: An Economic Study of Professional Artists in Australia, Australia Council and Macquarie 
University.  
6 As above.  
7 Australia Council 2022, 2022 National Survey of Australian Book Authors. 
8 Australia Council 2017, Making Art Work: An Economic Study of Professional Artists in Australia. 

https://www.ag.gov.au/rights-and-protections/publications/annual-consumer-surveys-online-copyright-infringement
https://www.ipaustralia.gov.au/tools-and-research/professional-resources/data-research-and-reports/australian-ip-report-2022
https://australiacouncil.gov.au/advocacy-and-research/making-art-work/
https://australiacouncil.gov.au/advocacy-and-research/2022-national-survey-of-australian-book-authors/
https://australiacouncil.gov.au/advocacy-and-research/making-art-work/
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▪ In the United Kingdom, the Intellectual Property Enterprise Court handles copyright 
infringement disputes up to £500,000.  

▪ Similarly, in the United States, the Copyright Claims Board (CCB), established 
through the Copyright Alternative in Small-Claims Enforcement Act of 2020 

(the CASE Act), is a small claims court-type system that allows copyright owners to 

seek damages under $30,000 for copyright violations. The CCB is designed to be 
used by anyone, regardless of legal training, and proceedings are far less costly 

than federal court lawsuits.  

• Almost 300 cases were filed within the Copyright Claims Board’s first six 

months of opening.9 This level of uptake indicates the scale of intellectual 

property misuse in the United States. 

▪ The implementation of a small claims tribunal in Australia would better support 

individual copyright holders to seek damages for the misuse of intellectual property. 

Such a tribunal would also help gather data on the scale and scope of pirated 
creative content in Australia. 

 

 
 

9 Terrica Carrington 2023, ‘Copyright Office Activities in 2022: A Year in Review’, Copyright Alliance, 10 January. 

https://www.gov.uk/courts-tribunals/intellectual-property-enterprise-court
https://ccb.gov/
https://copyrightalliance.org/copyright-office-2022/

